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Auto changing wallpaper android

Source: Marc Legace/Android Central One of the easiest ways to add some style to your new Android phone is by setting up a custom wallpaper. You can choose from the selection of default wallpapers that came with your phone, use a gallery photo, or download a cool wallpaper. Dipping into your phone's settings allows you to set a custom image for both the lock screen and
the Home screen together or individually, but the process of exchanging it in a new home wallpaper is simple, regardless of the phone or launcher you're using. Changing the wallpaper on a Pixel or Android stock Change wallpaper is mostly the same on all Android phones, but some slight differences depend on the phone that makes it easy to remember and easy to do, when you
upgrade to a new Android device. Tap and hold your Home screen. Tap Styles and wallpapers from the drop-down menu. Choose from wallpaper collections included on your phone or between third-party apps. Source: Android Central Tap the wallpaper you want to use. Adjust your positioning and size, and then tap Set Wallpaper in the bottom right corner of the screen. Choose
whether to set your wallpaper for your Home screen, lock your home screen or Home &amp; Lock screen. Source: Android Central Change wallpaper on a Samsung device Change wallpaper on a Samsung device is slightly different from the method detailed above. That's because Samsung gives you some more options than most other phones. Tap and on the Home screen tap
the Wallpaper icon in the bottom left corner. Select the new wallpaper from the My Samsung Wallpapers list, choose in your photo gallery, or opt for other options in Explore More Wallpapers. Source: Android Central Once you select the wallpaper, choose whether to set the wall paper for the Home screen, lock the home screen or home screen and touch lock set as wallpaper to
confirm. Source: Android Central Note: This method works with Samsung devices running Android 10.0 with a 2 and higher user interface. Change the wallpaper with New Launcher and Action Launcher Most phones use this method to change the phone's wallpaper. This makes it easy to remember and easy to do when up to date on a new Android device. Tap and hold your
Home screen. Tap the wallpaper icon at the bottom left of the screen. Choose from the wallpaper collections included on your phone or third-party applications. Source: Android Central Tap Set wallpaper in the top left corner of the screen. Choose whether to set the wall paper for your Home screen, lock the screen or the Home &amp; Lock screen. Source: Android Central Need
helps you find a new wallpaper? Looking to give your phone a cool new look, but don't know where to find the best smartphone wallpapers? We've rounded up the best sources to find your next favorite phone wallpaper. Accessories Accessories complement your new Popsockets wallpaper are a great way to add some grip-skill and security to your big phone and bring your own
style too. In addition, they can double as a kickstand in a pinch. Spigen makes some of the most elegant and durable phone cases around. Choose from options for Samsung, Google, LG, and more. We can win a commission for purchases through our links. More information. szefei/123RFLive wallpapers, an Android feature that lets you set up an animated or interactive setting as
your phone's background, are a great way to savor an otherwise static home screen. While the first crop tended to suffer technical deficiencies such as excessive battery drainage and poor performance, live wallpapers have come a long way in time since then. The latest deals are striking and lush, providing fluid and engaging backgrounds that feature everything from simple
textures to quirky spacecraft that are quietly detached from the vacuum of space. Here are our picks for the best free live wallpapers for Android so you can season your smartphone or tablet backdrop without having to dip into your wallet. Live wallpaper settings Before you see which beautiful backgrounds the Android developer community should offer, you need to know how to
apply them. Fortunately, the process is not a challenge. The first step is to install a live (or multiple) wallpaper from the Google Play Store. Once you've done that, you're almost home-free. Step 1: Hold down any Home screen. Step 2: Tap Wallpapers in the resulting menu. Step 3: Tap Live Wallpapers. Step 4: Select a live wallpaper from the resulting list. Step 5: Tap the gear icon
in the top left corner to adjust your live wallpaper settings. Step 6: Tap Set Wallpaper to set the live wallpaper as background. Large live wallpapers For many people, nothing is quieter than a coniferous field. Forest Live Wallpaper represents a dense forest against majestic mountains and has an envy of dynamic features. An intuitive day-night cycle gradually illuminates and the
colors of wallpaper are illuminated to match the time of day, and a sky appears with stars after dusk. Trees also move as if they are experiencing wind. The landscape weather conditions of the scene even mimic your local forecast: customizable wind, rain, snow and clouds are present and accounted for. Google Play There's something fascinating about water droplets dribding a
glass panel, and it's sensation raindrops Live Wallpapers captures perfectly. But the live wallpaper, which features high-definition video footage of raindrops on a window panel, has more to offer than just rain and grey skies. A subtle blur effect prevents droplets from hiding shortcuts and widgets, and the wallpaper is optimized to consume low resources and preserve your phone's
battery. It's the best a rainy day ... without the water. Google Play If you've ever wanted a cat without the problem of changing the trash or the average of your living room with tight toys, Stalker Cat Live Wallpaper might be your best bet. The live wallpaper features a naughty cat and silhouette that moves around the edges of the screen. It appears from random locations along the
edge of the screen and gets smug if you think you haven't seen it. Anne Pätzke - the artist behind the wallpaper - describes the little creature as subtle and charming, and we couldn't agree more. Google Play May not live up to Naohiko Aoyama's beautiful work of art in Paper Mario, but, nevertheless, Paperland is a beautiful realization of a world of two-dimensional parchment. The
free version features five themes - Beach, Silent Night, Desert Migration and Grass - each of which comes with the same customizable aesthetic. You can choose a fixed time of day, or let the sun come out and set according to your current time zone. Additional options allow you to alter specific scenic elements, such as tree leaves and the height of various hills, not to mention
kinetics such as scroll speed. The Google Play The Galaxy collection is a pretty robust offering when considering some of the wallpapers in the threadbar in the Google Play Store. You are offered the option of ice, inferno or Vortex Galaxy interpretations, although we prefer the Shadow version, as it works as a dark and subtle background. The wallpaper essentially puts your
device in the middle of a blasphemous galaxy of stars, just like a spacecraft studying the universe. The parameters that can be changed include the number of stars and the animation speed of celestial bodies, but we are pleased with the default values. It's striking. Google Play More cool live wallpaper There is a cheaper way to travel than on a plane or boat, and it's called city
night live wallpaper. The wallpaper features a curated collection of animated metropolises that will take your breath away, including a bright Tokyo, a bright New York, a cold Toronto and dozens of other locations. Each features moving landscapes and flashing lights that reflect the changing time of day, a selection of various themes from different backgrounds, and a social button
that allows you to share particularly picturesque backgrounds with friends. It supports horizontal orientations and packs a battery saver feature, too, that dims the screen automatically when your phone is idle. Google Play If you are a power meteorologist or an atmosphere aficionado, there is a benefit in keeping up with the weather. Enter Weather Live, a dynamic background that
provides an updated collection of climate statistics the whole world. Want to raise the current temperature in Los Angeles? This is perfectly within the realm of possibility. You can also assign effects such as light stripes and faded colors, allowing the phone to better reflect current conditions. You can even check your forecast in real time with satellite data, and built-in algorithms
lengthen battery life. Google Play These days, emoji are everywhere. They have keyboards. They are the main theme of an upcoming blockbuster film. Enter Emoji Live Wallpaper, a HD background that features beautiful, tender and bright emoji. Every time you swipe or touch the screen, smile in response or show your affection with beautiful little streams of animated red hearts.
The wallpaper is even customizable – you can increase the speed, size and density of the elements – which means that you can quickly adapt to your taste. The battery efficiency of the wallpaper is just an advantage. Google Play The rolling waves of the ocean can cure all evils... or at least make you feel a little better on a melancholy afternoon. Fortunately, Ocean Live Wallpaper
features a beautiful sunset on an undated Florida beach, along with the sound of waves and various visual effects designed to match your current mood. The wallpaper is also optimized for both phones and tablets and comes equipped with a battery-friendly feature that extends life outside the device's charger. Apparently, there's a reason it's still one of the best wallpapers in the
Google Play Store. Google Play The Nebula can take the crown when it comes to distracting wallpapers, but it does so with an artistic twist that can't be stopped. With the nebula, your Android backdrop becomes the cosmos, crowding the screen with a series of striking clouds, planets and the steampunk-inspired Digger aircraft. You'll need to pump a few dollars to access all
features, but the free version doesn't skim. You have the freedom to adjust the elevation, size and travel speed of the aircraft, and the power to throw trash into the cosmos, take an astronaut out of the spacecraft upon landing, or launch a scanning probe. It's easily one of the most creative and addictive live wallpapers we've seen. Google Play More Polished Live Wallpapers
Sometimes you just want to get lost in space, and when that time comes, the Vortex wallpaper can help. It essentially sends the Android device on a whirlwind journey of distant galaxies, resulting in a true rainbow of vibrant nebulae that come sinful with distant planets, constellations and other gaseous phenomena. It is a full of controls that accelerate the camera angle and alter
the input and off stars. True to the name of the live wallpaper, it simulates the glass that is through armour. You are given four designs to choose from and have the freedom to select the background, crack type, and crack size from a detailed settings menu. The cracks in question are activated with a simple touch, too. Play once you crack the screen and play the sound of
breaking windows, while playing twice clears the crack. Google Play If you're the indecisive guy, Muzei is a good choice. The wallpaper app refreshes the home screen every day with famous artwork that recoil in the background, blurring and dimming to keep its icons and widgets in the spotlight. If you prefer a more personal touch, you can remove your own work of art and set it
up as a wallpaper. You can also import galleries from other apps you've installed. Take Device Information Ex for a spin. The live wallpaper shows the real-time device information taken from the humble smartphone. You'll see the time and date, processor, and memory usage of your phone, the last known Wi-Fi network, and even the current compass header. Almost all
parameters are exposed, including background color, background brightness, text color, animation speed and design. An aesthetic that takes a signal from an IBM-era byte code completes the package. Google Play Not all wallpapers should shine and shine in order to stand out – just take Minima Live Wallpaper as an example. Material Design wallpaper channels, the minimalist
design language introduced in Android Lollipop, and features more than 35 handmade themes that respond to changes and inclinations. You can change colors if you want, and your app's premium counterpart has a theme creator that lets you create a custom background. Recommendations from Google Play publishers
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